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work brings!

Sadly, for most of us, that's just a dream.

In fact instead of finishing a task before

hand, we procrastinate and fail to finish

the tasks within the time allotted to

them. This kills our productivity and

makes us stay up nights struggling to

finish our work.

And that was my usual routine. Until

about a year back. And that's when I

started blogging. Having my exams just

around the corner, whilst

simultaneously churning out weekly

content was a hell of an affair (Yes! I was

that hard working then!) and I struggled

like hell.

I had to stay up nights just to publish

the posts that I promised myself I would
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publish. Anyways, after getting huge

dark circles under my eyes, and my

productivity falling greatly due to lack of

sleep, I felt that it needed to change.

Brute-forcing myself to do tasks whilst

having almost no control over my time

was draining me, both physically and

mentally. I was not happy; I was over-

strained and I desperately needed a

break.

And that's when I started Googling for

time management strategies and

productivity hacks that most

entrepreneurs use. It was worthwhile to

say the least, as now I am

simultaneously pursuing a Law and

Company Secretaryship degree whilst

working as a freelance writer and

blogging too. I also find time to conduct

numerous experiments on social media

so as to find amazing content to write

on (for you!).

Managing time is a super-power. Being

able to finish the work within a very

short period gives you more alone time



to revive and recharge (if you so wish) or

to do just as you wish.

In short, it lets you have more time to

enjoy, whilst simultaneously finishing

more time than your peers, rivals or

competitors.

Why not get the edge then?!

In this post, you will get to know of the

tactics and strategies employed by these

experts featured here, and in the end, I

will compile the most talked about

strategies and tactics, share with you

my personal strategies to get more work

done within a shorter period as well as

recommend some pretty amazing books

for you that may change the way you

are!

Before I move out and let the experts do

the talking, I would like to share some

stuff.

First and foremost, if you want to get in

deep and know more about productivity,

I suggest you buy the books "Deep

Work" and "Productivity Project".



These books are like the ultimate

productivity manuals which allow you to

take your efficiency to the next level.

It surprised me to say the least, to find

that several of these experts also use

and incorporate some of the techniques

laid out in the books in their daily life (I

have pointed them out in the

infographics).

As for the infographics, note that the

experts' opinions are enclosed in a box

with two inverted commas on each side.

I have put down some of my own

thoughts just after the opinions at some

places.

Here's another post on Apps to Ramp

Up Your Efficiency.

Anyhow, without further ado, let's get

cracking.

So, I sent a HARO request, with the

following query:

“ "What are the best time-

http://www.winsavvy.com/2017/08/apps-destroy-procrastination.html


“ "What are the best time-

management strategies and

tactics that you use?"”

And, I got some pretty amazing pitches.

Enjoy!

For those of you, who don't know much

about HARO, or are struggling with it,

check out this Ultimate Guide on HARO.

Time
Management

Strategies
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According to
Experts!

#1. Ryan D.
Matzner

Website:
http://fueled.com

Twitter: @rdm

TextExpander: This Mac app lets me type
just a few characters to quickly paste in

big blocks of text. Instead of
ryan@fueled.com, I just type ;rf and in

plops my email address. It even nags me to
save frequently typed snippets and blocks

of text as a shortcut!

Learn the keyboard shortcuts for gmail!
It's a game-changer! To get started, press



It's a game-changer! To get started, press
"shft+/", which will pull up a cheatsheet of

all the keyboard shortcuts as well as a
button to enable use of the shortcuts.

#2. Earl
Choate
Website: Concrete

Camouflage
Twitter: @concrete_decor

In order to improve my productivity, I take two
full days off per week. That means I do not
work at all on these days. No phone or
responding to emails. This sounds
counter-intuitive but it's effective.

It's important to spend time away from your
job to recharge your batteries and be with
friends and family. I've found this tactic
increases my efficiency. 

It's important to prioritize finding a
sustainable balance between your career and
social life. Working more hours does not mean

higher output.. You need to know when your
efforts are leading to diminishing marginal



efforts are leading to diminishing marginal
returns and take a break.

This is an Excellent and counter-intuitive method
to increase your productivity, that was featured in

the book "Deep Work". To Fully recharge your
batteries, it is a very good idea, to take a

scheduled time out of your day &/or your week.
Don't get scared that this will wreck your

productivity. On the contrary it will make you
happier whilst simultaneously get the job done.

In fact, Chris Bailey in the bestseller "Productivity
Project" found that when he worked 90 hours
weekly, he could only finish a little more than

when he worked 20 hours weekly.

#3. Grainne Kelly

1. You may find that you are much
more productive on certain tasks

when you work outside of the office.
For example, when I drive, I have my

phone on dictaphone because that is
when I think (only on long drives on

the freeway). I also make a lot of my

Website: BubbleBum

Twitter: @BubbleBumUSA



the freeway). I also make a lot of my
calls when I am on long distance

drives (handsfree of course), as long
as I am not required to take notes.

2. Also try to hold creative meetings
outside of the office whenever
possible, as I believe that new

surroundings inspire. These meetings
can be held anywhere from the local

coffee shop to the library, to the
local swimming pool. 

It is also better to work in short
bursts of intense productivity, then

take a short break and start
something new. If you break your

work into bite-sized chunks of time,
you won’t get bored. Also, if there is
something you would procrastinate
on, have someone else break it into

bite-sized chunks and check up on your
progress. Do your tedious tasks when
there is no one else around, as it will

keep you from getting distracted. 

#4. Amad
Ebrahimi

Short bursts of 25 mins of intense work followed
by 5 mins of break is ideal for most people. Feel
free to tamper with these time slots. However,

research "Pomodoro technique" before you do so.



Ebrahimi
Website: Merchant

Maverick
Twitter: @awaken

Although this practice is becoming more
conventional these days, the most

unorthodox technique that I've used for
increased productivity has been meditation. 

It is truly remarkable how much my
performance suffers when I try to

approach work with a cluttered mind. I end
up like a hamster in a wheel, mentally

churning through my to-do list, but never
really getting anywhere. It is only when I

disassociate from those same thoughts that
I'm able to get the clarity I need to

prioritize. And, only then, am I able to start
tackling each task one-by-one.

#5. Kaytlyn

I used to have ADHD. I was prescribed Inspiral but as my tolerance
level increased, I had to move to higher dosage as the effectiveness

was decreasing.
My inability to focus was draining my efficiency to the lowest level

possible.
That's when I decided to give meditation a try.

It has helped me so much, that I can't express in words. By mindful
meditation of only 10 mins each day, I can concentrate for 45 mins

stretches, whereas previously, my limit was less than 3 mins!
I suggest you use the app Calm or HeadSpace, when you start

meditating.



#5. Kaytlyn
Sanders

Website: Beneficial
Habits

Twitter: @beneficialhabit

• Bookmark top ten social media profiles on Twitter
and Instagram and public Facebook feeds so I can see
them in the browser but not be able to comment or

be sucked in to reading more than a few minutes. 

• Only read the news on my top two trusted sites in
the morning, one national, one international. And
only the first page. I can read more later at lunch.

• If there is a longer article I want to read, I have my
computer read it to me while I am cleaning the house.

• I unsubscribe from multiple email newsletters a day
to keep my inbox cleaner. It’s hard to make

the decision that those emails are slowing you down,
but you will be happier if you do a few a day.

• I set alarms on my phone for many things
throughout my day. Fifteen minutes from when I need
to got pick up my son so I am not rushing, times to eat

when I forget to have lunch, reminders for water,
getting food out of the freezer for

dinner tomorrow, or just locking the car since I park
on the street (location reminder). If it becomes a

solid habit, I can remove it, but until then they are
gentle reminders so I don’t have to feel like life is

chaos.

• Have a sitter for any clothes shopping outings. I find
I buy more or buy the wrong things if my kid is with
me so I would rather shop when I have more time to

try things on and think about my purchases. This
eliminates returns later on which I hate to have

interrupt the rest of my week.



interrupt the rest of my week.

• I add tags to my to do list. I use ToDoist and the
premium version has tags so I can put food on my

grocery list but then also tag it with a store name if
it’s something I can only get at one place. Or I tag

cleaning items with “nice weather” if it’s an
outdoor activity like washing the windows. This also

lets people I share my lists with understand more
context as well.

#6. Matt
Bentley

Website: CanIRank
SEO Software

Without time blocking, I don’t know how I
could get everything done - or keep

everything straight. Creating short (or
occasionally long) blocks of time to work

on specific tasks, I can make sure that I don’t
spend too long on tasks that are truly

menial and that I devote enough time to
bigger projects to ensure they’re done

correctly. 
For me, it’s important to also make sure I

get breaks in between my blocks of work so
that I can have time to focus on things I need

throughout the day, but also to build in



throughout the day, but also to build in
some relaxation time so that work doesn’t

become a stressor. This is especially
important as a remote worker, to make

sure that my life isn’t overrun by my
workday.

#7. Maura
Thomas

Website: RegainYour
Time.com

Twitter: @mnthomas

Tweaking your environment will contribute to
your productivity. Start by decluttering. Talk to
me all you want about messiness and creativity,

but in my work I’ve seen over and over that
clutter = stress. Your clutter sends the message

(to yourself and others) that
you’re overwhelmed and not in control, and

that there may be things buried in the clutter
that need your attention. Tackle electronic

clutter, too. When you have lots of application
windows and browser tabs open, you’re setting

yourself up for constant distraction and task
switching, which leads to scattered thinking and

mistakes.

Make mental shifts. Do a brain dump. Can’t focus?
Try a few minutes of stream-of-consciousness
writing to clear your head. Then decide on the



writing to clear your head. Then decide on the
specific action items from the thoughts, and

transfers those to your task list. Sometimes it’s
good to just zone out. The next time you have a

spare moment, instead of reaching for your
phone or tablet, just let your mind wander.

Your brain needs quiet time to make
connections and generate insights. Think

small. You don’t have to persuade yourself to do
everything on your list; you only have to

persuade yourself to do the NEXT thing. Sort by
due date with only a few things due every day.

Email can take up quite a bit of time in your
workday.  One trick I use to manage email is to

send specific types of email to a variation on my
email address.  Add a “+” sign followed by any

word, after your username, and before the “@”
symbol.  For example, if your email address

is johndoe@gmail, you can
use johndoe+travel@gmail for any travel plans

you make.  This way, all email related to your
business travel will be in one box, and is easily

accessible.  Having your email instantly
organized is a big time-saver.

#8. Airto
Zamorano
Website: Numana

SEOTwitter: @NumanaSeo



My approach to time management is fairly
uncommon as I've set up my work flow so I can be

productive from virtually any computer, or from
my cell phone. I've set up almost all of our

company processes through Google's G Suites so
that our team can work from the cloud whenever

possible and fully collaborate. 

I am diligent about using my calendar with a
detailed coloring system. Everything from work

and my personal life goes immediately on my
calendar, and I am very disciplined about sticking

to planned meetings and activities. 

I have an ongoing Punch List that evolves daily, and
I use a yellow pad to write down must-do items

before my work day concludes.

To prevent my Punch List or Must-Do list from
mounting too high, I have a policy where I knock

out a quick to do item immediately after a call, or
often while on a call by shooting off quick emails,
making updates to client projects, or whatever I

can do to avoid saving it for later. 

To accomplish this, I have invested in top of the line
phones, computers and other pieces of

technology. I've implemented highly-detailed
internal processes that included my team in their

development so everyone uses them the same
way. 

We've also implemented a strategy with clients
where we plan time immediately after any

meeting to implement any to do items. This has
proven to be a more efficient use of time than

trying to come back and restart on a project at a
later time. 

Productivity and time management comes down to

a mindset that you must get things done, and that
waiting until later to do something will only slow



waiting until later to do something will only slow
you down in the long run.

#9. Paige
Arnof

Website: Mavens &
Moguls

My top tip is that I try to find creative ways to
multi task that incorporates exercise,  you'll be

amazed how much more energy and time you
have!  Instead of meeting up with your local
colleagues at a coffee shop, over a meal or

chatting with them on the phone, meet them for
a walk so you can catch up while you are getting

some exercise too.  You'll feel great after, the
time will fly & it will be a fun activity to share.

 It works with customers too, I have clients who
play golf so sometimes we meet at a driving
range instead of the office to discuss things

especially when you are trying to think outside
the box.  A change in venue is always nice and you

feel so much better when you are moving and
not trapped behind your desk. 

Another tip I use is to block meetings when
possible so that I have days when I am downtown

vs. suburbs and I keep a list of clients and
prospects who ask for meetings and try my best

to structure my week so I am not running back
and forth all over town wasting time in the car



and forth all over town wasting time in the car
or on the subway between meetings.  I fit in

networking meetings and events  that way too.
 It is a more efficient way to structure my time

and a lot less stressful.  

#10. Laurie
Pickard

Website: No-Pay
MBA

My main technique, especially for long projects
like multi-week consulting gigs, writing a book

etc. is to make incremental progress every day. I
call it the Just Start technique. Especially if I
feel like I might drag my heels on something, I

try to just do something small every single day,
even when I don't feel like it. 

This could be as simple as opening an attachment
on an email and reading it, creating a new Google

doc and giving it a title, or writing a single

paragraph or a few notes on a subject. This
works really well for me, since I usually end up



works really well for me, since I usually end up
going on to do a little bit more than whatever

small thing I started with. It also usually leaves
me with a better idea of what to do next and

allows my mind to work on the task even when
I'm not actively sitting down to complete it. With

such small amounts of work, I can also fit in
work even when I don't have very much time, and

I don't waste any time ramping up or getting
around to the task at hand. 

#11. Paul
Ormerod
Website: Nisbets

Australia
Twitter: @NisbetsAU

Organise your day, week, and month into blocks.
For example, I dedicate one day a week to be my

While surfing through the web somedays back, I
stumbled on an article by Entrepreneur Magazine

that Snapchat's CEO uses the very same method to
get going on tedious and lumbersome projects that

he wants to put off or procrastinate on. Just
Starting is essentially a very powerful technique to

get the job done fast!



For example, I dedicate one day a week to be my
scheduling day. Another day is dedicated to calls
with suppliers. Within each of these daily blocks,

I have every few hours dedicated to more
specific tasks such as calls with US suppliers,

etcetera. This way I make sure nothing gets put
aside, and I always stay on task. It’s also

important to incorporate some ‘emergency
blocks.’ Unexpected things inevitably pop up from
time to time, plan ahead by dedicating a block of

roving time.

#12. Sarah
McVanel

Website: Greatness
Magnified

pick the first thing you need to get done that
day (do it before you open your email and
decide on it the day before)
only answer emails three times a day
50-10 rule (shared by Kim Shepherd): set time
for 50 minutes and work uninterrupted, then
play/get distracted for 10, and repeat!



play/get distracted for 10, and repeat!

#13. Sumit
Bansal

Website: Trump
Excel

Twitter: @TrumpExcel

Focus on only 3 tasks per day: While I am a huge
fan of to-do lists, the problem with these to-
do lists is that it never ends. It's almost
always cluttered and the day rarely ends with
all the items on it being checked off. Instead, I
advise on focussing on only 3 things in a day.
This works as it forces you to select only 3
tasks that are the most important ones. Once
you have selected these tasks, all your energy
and time should be spent on completing these
3 tasks only. Once done, you'll also have a sense
of accomplishment. This works well as it also
helps you prioritize and get the most
important work done first.

Doing your most important and challenging task,
the first thing in the morning is darn important

because, that is the time when your energy is at its
peak. Productivity isn't just about managing your

time more efficiently but also about your attention
and energy.



important work done first.
Work in batches with no distraction
(POMODORO): It's hard to focus on work at hand
when the phone is always buzzing and emails
and notifications are waiting to pop-up. I use
the POMODORO technique in which I work in
batches of 25 minutes. These are batches of
intense work with no distraction. I often keep
my phone on silent to make sure I focus on
work at hand during these 25 minutes. A couple
of these sessions help in getting a lot of work
done. I have an app for it on my phone as well
as a chrome extension.
Using canned responses in Gmail: I have to use
email a lot in my work. On any day, I get
anywhere from 100-120 emails. Most of these
emails can be quickly handled with same
canned responses - such as "Glad you found the
tutorial useful" or "Check out the tutorial
here". I use Gmail canned responses feature to
quickly enter these pre-phrased sentences.
While it saves only a couple of seconds, I find it
really helpful.

The Book "The Productivity Project also suggests
you create to-do's of three items. These three

to-do's should be your most important stuff that
you want to accomplish. Three is the Magic Number!

As you can see by now, several experts suggest
using Pomodoro technique for achieving maximum
efficiency while you work. The reason behind this is

to allow you breaks while simultaneously letting
you achieve the coveted "flow state" - Deep Work

book by Cal Newport.



#14. Lori
Cheek

Website: Cheekd

Twitter: @Cheekd

1). GET OFF SOCIAL MEDIA:

One of my favorite productivity hacks comes
with the help of an app called Stay Focusd  When
working from home, Facebook and Twitter can
be a major distraction. StayFocusd helps avoid

these distractions by restricting the amount of
time you can spend on them. The Google Chrome

extension lets you set specific time restrictions
on certain websites with a 10 minute default

option. Once your time has been used up, the sites
you have selected to block can’t be accessed for

the remainder of the day.

2).  SCHEDULING:

I've learned that the best way to get things done
efficiently is to schedule everything.  Put even
the smallest of tasks on your calendar and if

you don’t complete it, keep rescheduling it until
you can mark it as completed.  It can sometimes
make your schedule appear overwhelming, but

once you start knocking things off the list, it
feels pretty productive.

3). FIND YOUR FOCUS ZONE:

After running my startup for over seven years,



After running my startup for over seven years,
I’ve tried working from just about everywhere

in NYC… a handful of co-working spaces, a
members only club called The Soho House, coffee
shops and even sometimes at a bar! The place I’ve

found I have the most focus is at home at my
kitchen table.  As soon as I settle in, I organize

my workspace— having a clean workspace helps
me focus and feel structured. After I organize
everything, I settle in with a cup of coffee and
try to relax for 15 minutes before diving into
the grind. Then, I prioritize my day’s to-do list
and map out the rest of my day !I find a great

Spotify channel, put on imaginary blinders and
buckle down for hours on end. I also save so

much time in the day working from home because
I never have to a). get ready b). commute and c).

leave for coffee or lunch because they’re always
at arm’s reach. There’s always reliable wifi and

no one is around to distract me.

#15. Josh
Jost

Website: Josh Jost

Twitter: @joshuajost

I call this the Power of 40.



Research shows that the most effective employees
tend to work in sprints of around 40-50 minutes

and then take a break.  Psychologically, it's
important for us to alternate between phases of

high and moderate intensity. It's the same concept
as High-Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) which is

used in the fitness industry. Go intensely,
push yourself then rest and recover. You gain

much more than through continuous moderate
output. And it's more interesting.  Therefore, I have

structured my life in the following:

40 Minutes: My work day is a series of 40-minute
work sprints with 10-20 minute breaks in between.

This allows me to stretch, exercise, meditate or
even play. My brain recharges and I'm ready to go

again. 

40 Days: I plan work around 40-day periods where
I'm focused on reaching certain goals or

milestones. I then rest for a couple of weeks and
use the time to reflect and plan my next 40-day

sprint.

40 Weeks: Similarly, my year is structured around
40-week periods where I'm delivering on my

annual goals and objectives, and then a 12 week
slower period, usually around Summer, where I

rest, reflect on my accomplishments and plan for
the next 40 weeks.

The off-time is just as important as the on-time.
We need the off-time to recover. If we don't get it,

at some point, something breaks: our focus, our
health, our relationships. We lose sight of

ourselves and our goals.  We lose perspective on
the problems we are trying to solve and get stuck

in a rut. The off-time allows us to continuously
reassess and realign what we are doing..



#16. Sophie
Knowles

Website: PDF Pro

Twitter: @pdf_pro

"Take Short Breaks. Separate these breaks by
20-30 minute intervals of hyper-focused work. In
time, you’ll train your brain to remain
completely focus for short periods of time,
which helps you stay concentrated and get more
done.

It's much easier to stay focused and productive
when you know you have a limited amount of
time. Most people call this the Pomodoro
Technique, but I prefer to think of it as my own
little “carrot and stick” approach. I get stuff
done, and I get to take a coffee break, go for a
walk, or read the newspaper. Overall, it makes
for a more productive, distraction-free and
enjoyable workday."



#17. Veronica
Romney

Website: LoSoMo Inc

Twitter: @Vromney

When it comes to completing a lot of tasks in a
little amount of time my best strategy is
planning. If you set time limits for yourself,
then you are more likely to finish on time
because you feel that pit in your stomach that
you will not have finished your task. Also, give
yourself little breaks after you’ve completed a
task. 
It is important to reward yourself for finishing
on time, take five minutes to scroll on your
phone. The best way to keep yourself focused is
to have time limits, think back to when you were
in college. When did you do your best work?
When there is a time crunch, and you know you
have to finish something within the hour. Give
yourself limits of how long a task should take,
reward yourself, and figure out the end goal. Is
the end goal bagging a new client? It is
important to remember why this task is
essential.



#18. John
Reinesch
Website: John

Reinesch
Twitter: @johnreinesch

I always listen to a focus music app while I
am working. It helps me get in the zone
faster and block out outside noise to keep
me focused for prolonged periods of time.
Two of my favorites are Brain.FM and Focus
at Will but there are dozens out there that
help.
To take this to the next level, you can
combine the focus app with short sprints of
25-30 minutes of uninterrupted work
followed by a 5-minute break to give
yourself a chance to reset before your next
task. This combination is extremely powerful
and has allowed me to work less and get
more done consistently.

Note that he works in 25 minutes sessions followed
by 5 minute intervals. This is the classic Pomodoro

Technique. 
As you can see, the Pomodoro Technique is a very
powerful method for you to put in a ton of work
within a short period of time at the best of your

focus.



#19. Raya
Khashab

Website: ezClocker

Twitter: @ezClocker

1. Wake up every day (including the weekends) at
the same time. Having a routine of waking up at
the same time has helped me feel refreshed and
energized in the morning and ready to work.

2. Work on weekly themes: as an Entrepreneur
you have to juggle a lot of things (building the
product, talking to your customers, marketing,
guest blogging), dividing my day by activity did
not work for me, I found scheduling a week for
each activity was better. So now I dedicate a
week to work on the product then the next
week I'll write guest posts and so on.



#20. April
Klimkiewicz

Website: Bliss
Evolution

Twitter: @blissevolution

Actually carve out time for your to-do list on
your calendar. Scheduling the different tasks
on your list prevents your “free time” from
getting eaten up by so many little distractions.
If you actually prioritize the things on your
to-do list by setting specific times, reminders,
or alerts for them, you'll stop procrastinating
and make sure you actually get them done.

#21. Kelley
Lauginiger
Website: American

Freight
Twitter: @AmericanFreight



-Organize folders in Outlook with prioritized
rules
-Do daily/repetitive tasks first in the morning
to get going
-Drink a green smoothie on the way to work so I
have energy and don’t have to eat at my desk or
get up too early to prepare breakfast. This can
be prepped the night before.

#22. Indi Jerez
Website: Innertia

Project
Twitter: @innertiaproject

Automation is key. I automate my Gmail to
only include unread email on the top and tag
any important conversations to easily find

them. I have all of my canned responses ready
for most of my business-related pitches and



for most of my business-related pitches and
downloadable links to my resume, pitch deck
& professional profiles. I use the todoist app
to keep my to-do list attached to my Gmail
and I add to it as I browse through my mail in
the morning and assign deadlines to my tasks.
I use Mosaico for Instagram posts and assign
Sunday mornings to source images and create
my IG posts. I automate my bookings through
calendly and my invoicing and agreements on
Dubsabo. 
I prioritize and delegate days to specific
business oriented tasks. After I prioritize and
complete the absolute most urgent tasks of
the day, I will only focus on the theme of the
day. Monday’s are always my research day,
Tuesdays are business development,
Wednesdays are business development,
Thursdays and Fridays are content creating /
Writing, Sundays are social media. 
Place my phone in a different room. When I am
overwhelmed with a deadline, I place my
phone in another room to avoid distractions
or turn it off. I refuse to check my chats until I
have accomplished a significant amount of
work. 
I close every single tab on my browser and
only leave that, on the thing I am working on. I
was a huge browser tab abuser, I have a
history of having 20 tabs open. Since
implementing this method where I only have
max 2 tabs open, my mind is much more
focused on my priority task. 
I race with myself to accomplish tasks. This is
sort of unconventional but if I set a deadline
for a task before noon, I will not treat myself
to lunch until I accomplish it. I do this pretty
much for every meal and break. 
I ask for help when I don’t know something
(delegate). I do not try to figure technical
things out, I just ask for help. I either call a
helpdesk or someone who I know is well-
versed in the matter instead of wasting time
trying to figure it out. 
I read or do work related things on my

commute. I do not aimlessly stare at my social
media. I only have non-research related and



media. I only have non-research related and
pleasurable social media time on the Friday
nights and parts of the weekend. 
When possible, I purchase audiobooks to save
on reading time. I do a lot of my research
through audio or podcast form. 
I use the auto-typing feature on my phone to
prewrite client notes and any content ideas
that come to mind. I've used transcribing apps
in the past as well.

#23. Namrata
Bhawnani
Website: Ecophiles

Twitter: @ecophilesmag

We are flooded with emails on a daily basis and
sometimes it feels almost insurmountable. But
we created a system for the mails: by starring
important emails, we don't miss them. Secondly,
over time there are certain type of emails you
will need to send over and over again. We have
several ready formats that can be easily
tweaked. 

If you are plagued with too many emails,



If you are plagued with too many emails,
this is a great tip to save your time. In fact,

I do it a lot. Also saving email templates
helps you cut the time needed to craft

emails again and again!

#24. Bob
Makarowski

Website: Bob
Makarowski

1. Put together a To Do list that is specific and
detailed. 
     Don't write "giftwrap"
     Do write "Buy giftwrap for three kids
tricycles."  

     Don't write "Get office party food "
     Do write  "Buy snacks for 30 person office
party"



     Don't write "clean living room"
     Do write "clear out artwork and china from
living room"

2.  Attach source or destination locations to
each of the To Do list items.
     "buy giftwrap for three kids toys at the Party
Supply Store."
     "Buy snacks for 30 person office party at
Warehouse Foods."
     "Clear out artwork and china from living
room and place in basement."

If I may add to
it, putting the
time at which
you should start
and finish your
to-do tasks also
help a great
deal in
completing the
to-dos.

#25. Marc
Nieding

Website: AllPayTV.com



I often have a lot to do and moreover the tasks
sometimes are time sensitive and spread over
different companies and projects. I used to
manage everything in Things but this is not
working for me any more. The problem was that
Things would gather everything but overwhelm
me with up to 50 to-dos per day. I switched
to OmniFocus. The keyword here is FOCUS. 
I can group my work in contexts such as „takes 5
minutes or less“ or „issue refunds“ - so I can
collect all jobs of the same type and do them
all at once 2-4 a month and otherwise not even
see them (like issue refunds) or see everything
that can be done very quickly (5 minutes or less)
which allows me to tick a lot off my list right
away.
The larger and sequential jobs I collect in
Projects. These you do not even see unless you
select a project to work on it. It is this focussed
view that makes organising and getting things
done very easy. The last step I then did was
return to pen and paper and use something
called the „Pomodoro Technique“. 

Basically, you assign time 5-45 minutes to a job
and then work against the clock. You will be
amazed what you get done if you focus on one
thing, do not allow distractions and just work
against the clock to get it done. There are nice
apps that do that for you. I use Tomatoes for the
Mac. Then I take a larger task, number of tasks
or project and run Tomatoes. But you can also
use the timer function on your phone. 

The pen and paper help me to make a 2nd to-do
list which carries the most important things I
absolutely have to get done today. I open
OmniFocus in the morning, look at my day and
write down the things that matter most. 

I assign numbers to them and work on them in
that order. This way I can glance at my little
paper list to make sure the really important
things always get done. Then I work on the rest I
see in OmniFocus. 5 minutes or less I do first
because it is rewarding and a good start to get



because it is rewarding and a good start to get
so many little things done this quickly.

#26. Paige
NeJame

Website: CertaPro
Painters

As a mom of three and an owner of a large
painting contractor,it is important for me to
maximize the time at work, so I can spend
itmore with my kids. Over the years, one of the
biggest time sucksfor me is doing the “wrong"
work. 
[...] I place my hardest to do tasks in the morning
when the kids are at schooland before the
school nurse calls to send someone home.  This
way,if I have family obligations later in the day, I
know I’ve done the realwork at hand.



#27. Karen R
Koenig

Website: Karen R
Koenig

Twitter: @KarenRKoenig

Touch every incoming piece of paper only
once. I learned this technique 20 years ago
from a friend who was a small business
owner and it’s been a gift. When you get
something in the mail or in your inbox, either
file it right away, toss it, or take care of
whatever business it concerns on the spot.
That way, you’re not wasting time messing
with the same piece of paper repeatedly. This
works for emails as well.
Stop using words like “should” and “need to”
in order to motivate yourself. These words
are triggers to rebel against, as most of us
don’t wish to be told what to do, even when
the teller is us. Instead, use words such as
“want” and “would like to.” For example, “I
want to get this task done” is a statement
about internal desire, as opposed to “I need
to get this task done” which implies external
pressure. The less time we spend rebelling
against what we need to do, the more time
we have to get it done and do other things.
Stop getting down on yourself for
“procrastination” which is really having two
competing goals: wanting and not wanting
to do something. Rather than feel like a bad
person because you want to play rather
than work or do a task, give yourself a
break. Too many of us work and feel
resentful or play and feel guilty. Work is not



resentful or play and feel guilty. Work is not
better than play and being productive is not
more valuable than being unproductive.
Choose and value both states and get the
most out of each.

#28. Kean
Graham

Website: 
MonetizeMore

Twitter: @monetizemore

The most important time management strategy
I use is maximize my down time. When I'm in a
plane, train, bus or boat, I am working on offline
work that is important to my business. I save
offline work for those trips and get it out of
the way. Since I am in one spot and can't do much
else, I am less distracted and get some of my
best work done.

I find most people that struggle with time
management spend too much time on email.
People have very disorganized email inboxes
and it causes a negative spiral. 

Gmail is incredible for creating an efficient



Gmail is incredible for creating an efficient
inbox. People should organize their email
within the Primary, Social, Update and
Promotional tabs. 
Only the important emails that require your
attention and perhaps your reply should go in
Primary. Social should be push notifications
from your important social media sources.
Updates are emails that might be important
updates. 
Everything else goes into Promotional. 

I also use filters to proactively make sure
certain emails from a sender or that have
certain keywords are filtered beforehand.
After this organization, I went from reading
hundreds of emails per day to about 20 - 30. This
has revolutionized my work day.

#29. David
Waring

Website: 
FitSmallBusiness
Twitter: @davidwaring

Taking 20 minutes out of my day to meditate is
my #1 time-management strategy. This calms

the mind and allows me to focus and complete



the mind and allows me to focus and complete
my most important tasks instead of being

distracted with minor tasks and mental
chatter.

Previously, I used to shudder whenever I heard the word
"meditation". The word reminded me of Buddhist monks
meditating hours on end on top of some rock. But, after
spending sometime with this, I realised how immense
benefits meditation actually has. The most important

reason because of which I meditate, is that it increases my
concentration

#30. Ashley
Mason

Website: 
Dash of Social

Twitter: @dashofsocial

I like to consider myself a pretty productive
person, and I owe that to Trello and Toggl!

Trello is a task organizer that I use to map out
what I need to accomplish each week, and I am

able to organize the tasks by project. Toggl is a
time tracker that allows me to track the

amount of time I spend on certain projects to
guarantee I stay on task.



guarantee I stay on task.

#30. Jason
Perkins 

Website: 
San Diego SEO Firm

When it comes to time management, there are a
lot of ways that you can become very

productive. In my case, at the start of each day
or even the night before, I write down

everything I think will be needed for the next
day. I will write my time frame in a small little

notebook, then jot down all of my tasks for the
day. It's the easiest way for me to keep track of
what I need to do, but if I don't feel like writing

everything down, I usually write my schedule on
google calendar.



#31. Anna
Daugherty

Website: PITSS

If you're familiar with the concept of agile
development, projects are broken down into

manageable two-week sprints. You set goals to
accomplish by the end of the sprint, evaluate

the work, then continue tackling your backlog
in ongoing sprints. I've started taken a similar
approach to how I accomplish my own work in
digital marketing. I set up my day into sprints.
At the beginning of the day, I focus on my day's
goals. Then, I work in shifts to start and finish
as many projects as possible. Whatever I don't
get done in that day, I create a backlog of work

for the next day. I manage my time using
project management software called JIRA, as

well as Google Calendar, and good old
fashioned notes.



#32. Patrick
Adcock

Website: TSheets

When I have things I need to get done I schedule
an allotted time to work on them and stop

when that time is up. 

For example this might look like working on
project/task ‘A’ from 10 am to 11 am and then

switching to project ‘B’ even if project ‘A’ isn’t
completely where I want it. By setting a time

for each of my tasks it allows me to know when
I should stop and how much time I really have

for a given task. 

An added bonus is that it can also prevent you
from getting booked in meetings all day!

#33. Pamela



#33. Pamela
Shand

Website: Offer
Stage Consulting
Twitter: @offerstage

1. Use the apps on my phone - I set reminders all
the time for everything from grocery shopping
to conference calls
2. Learn how to end the conversation - I am
becoming a master of quickly yet politely
ending conversations that waste my time
3. Stick notes are my friend - if I think I'm going
to forget it, I write it down on a sticky note and
place that on my computer screen
4. The Santa Claus method - Make a list and check
it twice. I create to-do lists when I have lots to
do. checking things off the list makes me feel
more accomplished.

#34. Anna

Segova
Website: Alterno



Segova
Website: Alterno

Marketing
Twitter: @anna_segova

For me, being more productive requires a
substantial level of self-awareness. Knowing
when I perform best and scheduling the main
tasks for that time is the key to successful
time-management. Working when my
productivity peaks allows me to concentrate
better and get more done in shorter periods of
time.

This strategy is actually a very simple but powerful technique to
maximize your productivity. It is talked about in detail in Chris

Bailey's Productivity Project. When one hears the word
productivity, what one usually thinks is of managing time more
efficiently. But productivity is more. It's about managing time,

attention and energy more efficiently. So, doing the more
difficult tasks at your prime levels of energy is actually the

smartest thing to do. 

#35. Marissa
Nash

Website: The Vine
Women



Women
Twitter: @thevinewomen

I have 3 strategies that I use in my own life to
get more done in a shorter amount of time.

1. Create a list of what needs to get done the
next day before I go to bed at night. The next
morning when you wake up, you will know
exactly what you need to accomplish. This will
help to eliminate time wasted over wondering
what you should be doing and never actually
getting started.
2. The next morning, organize this list in order
of importance using a strategy that Brian
Tracy teaches in his book, Focal Point. This
method works by labeling each item by “A, B, C, D,
E, etc.”.
3. Identify the top 3 things that you need to
accomplish. This takes the overwhelm out of
the list that seems lengthy and looks like it
might take forever. I’ve also seen this help
individuals to actually feel accomplished at the
end of the day.

Website: SeibCo,
LLC

#36. Jeannette
Seibly



LLC
Twitter: @bizsavvycoach

I list everything that needs to be done in my
planner (everything!). Then, I check them off,
starting with the most time-sensitive item
first. The key is to keep it simple. Writing down
things that you don't plan on doing doesn't help
your mindset stay focused on the task at hand.

Keep it simple and Short. Don't clog your day's to-do
list with work that will take you a year to complete.

Also, don't put non-urgent and unimportant work on
your plate.

Try to seperate your to-do list with three most important
stuff that needs to be done and other small tasks that you

ought to do. That way, as you progress through the day,
you will feel that you are accomplishing more.

Website: My
Corporation

#37. Deborah
Sweeney



Corporation
Twitter: @mycorporation

One of my biggest productivity hacks is that I
keep meetings short. I schedule all of our
team meetings for 30 minutes, preferring to
cover everything in 15 minutes. If you can cut
out the fluff that comes with a drawn-out
meeting and get down to business, so much
more can be accomplished.  If the meeting runs
too short and your team members still have
concerns that need to be addressed, be sure to
let them know you have an open door policy
that they are welcome to use for new ideas and
questions as they come up.

Website: This is
Kryss

Twitter: @itsKryss

#38. Kryss
Shane

I use meal cook time as my timer to get things
done that I absolutely dread doing!  For



done that I absolutely dread doing!  For
example, if I put a frozen waffle into the
toaster or a roast into the oven, I use the time
between when it goes in and when it's done to
knock out chores I hate. Having a timer on it and
knowing I will be rewarded with my meal
makes me feel energized to take care of things
I'd been putting off.  I've learned that I can
empty the dishwasher in the time it takes the
toaster to make toast or a frozen waffle and
that I can do most of my housekeeping in the
time it takes for a roast to cook!  Knowing
there's only so much time to get the task done
keeps the fire lit underneath me to move
efficiently while also making me aware that
the time doing something I dislike is short!

If you know how much time
it will take to get a task that
you hate, done, it will act as
a push for you to actually go

ahead and finish the task
and not sit on it and

procrastinate.

Website: Spunky
Old Broad

Twitter: @gaylecarson

#39. Gayle
Carson



1. Time blocks for specific tasks
2. Prioritized lists so most important is always
getting done
3. Group like tasks.
4. Do things in geographical clunks, so no time
wasted in driving

Website: Contractor
Calls

Twitter: @JoeAdamG

#40. Joe
Goldstein

Asana does more to help me manage my time
than every other trick and tool combined. It
helps me keep track of what exactly needs to
get done every day and what can be pushed
back, it forces me to define tasks that are
otherwise too open-ended to pursue, and it
helps me document exactly what I've done in a
reasonable way that is easy to come back to
later. I couldn't work without it. 

The other big change I've made to better
manage my time is to stop using the two minute



manage my time is to stop using the two minute
rule. My old approach was to immediately take
care of any new task that would take less than
two minutes to finish, but that policy has a few
real problems. Constantly jumping to new
tasks can wreck your workflow, making it
much harder to accomplish projects that
require a little concentration. It also makes
people rely on you for menial tasks that
shouldn't even require your help, since you're
always available. Even worse, it trains you to
be ready for these two-minute interruptions,
so you'll be reluctant to ever get too heavily
invested in a project that requires
concentration. 

Nowadays, I have systems in Asana and my email
accounts that keep through tasks from
slipping through the cracks, but I'll save
emergency responses for the real
emergencies. 

Here's what's the two
minutes rule

Website: INTO THE
AM

Twitter: @intotheam

#41. Brian Lim



“One of my favorite time saving tools that
really helps me manage my team and
streamline communication is through an app
called Slack. Instead of trying to communicate
through phone calls, texting, email, and Skype,
everything runs smoothly because it’s
integrated directly through the app. 

It’s really cool because employees can talk
about various subjects in different channels
 so that everyone on the team is able to see any
updates, pictures, files and more. 

I can’t tell you how many times I struggled to
maintain email threads that were a mile long.
This tool has really helped condense all of
that. It’s really easy to find content as well
because everything is searchable from one
main search box. I typically work around 45-55
hours a week, but if I didn’t have this tool, it
would be much longer.”

Website: Maintenance
Care

Twitter: @MaintenanceCare

#42. Dan
Roberge



Twitter: @MaintenanceCare

My favorite time saving tool is called OneNote.
I’m able to document everything relating to all
of my projects, including typed notes, audio
recordings, pictures, and much more. I like it
because when I save my notes, everything is
synced to all of my devices. There’s a variety of
formats included as well. 

So you can make checklists, conduct research,
attend meetings, and record lectures while
taking notes. Another great feature is that it’s
built for collaboration. Multiple users can be
connected to the same notebook to either view
the information that’s stored there, or make
edits. Everything that gets edited is highlighted
so everyone involved can easily see the recent
changes. It’s really proven to be useful in my
day to day business interactions and made my
life quite a bit easier. 

Umm, How

about Evernote?

Website: Isometric

Marketing
Twitter: @beanie72

#43. Adam
Bean



Twitter: @beanie72

I use the 66 day habit planner from the One
Thing Book to create a habit that makes doing
everything else easy or unnecessary. 

I use the Commit to 3 App to monitor and
track the productivity idea that Charles
Schwab allegedly paid Ivy Lee $25,000 for back
in 1908!

The Ivy Lee Method

Website: Mark Pearce

Twitter: @mpearce_perth

#44. Mark
Pearce

Working in recruitment means your day is
littered with distractions, reports,



littered with distractions, reports,
non-urgent, urgent and important things that
need to get done. I have created a one page daily
planner that’s simple to use. Before I used the
planner, I thought I was productive. Since using
the planner I have almost doubled my
productivity.

Here’s the tactic I use. On a piece of A4, using the
whole page - divide it into 4 boxes. (Draw a line
down the centre of the page. Repeat again
across the page.) In the first box, top left you
have a section for “urgent and important.” This
is the most important section – it’s the section
that’s closest to making you money. Everything
in this box has to be completed on the same day.
In the next box you have “urgent distractions.”
These are the next important things to get
done on the same day. These are normally life
or death issues. The other two boxes are
“important but not urgent” and “not
important and not urgent.”

Your time and energy should be focused on the
first two boxes. These are the ones that make
you productive. The final two boxes can be
completed once you’ve completed everything in
the first two boxes.

Website: Develop
Intelligence

#45. Bob Clary



Intelligence

One of the best tools I have used is Trello. It’s
easy to set-up and use, and can be used for both
progressional and personal tasks. Outside of
that, I generally focus on weekly and monthly
lists versus making one daily. Most of the time
a daily list is too micro, but a weekly or
monthly one allows you to find the time to
complete the tasks at hand.

Website: Wooden
Blinds Direct

#46. Amy
Kilvington

Twitter: @interiorgoods

Write a good old fashioned to-do list: Calendar
apps are great, but I've found the most
effective to-do list is written with pen and
paper. Every morning I write my to-do list and
tick it off throughout the day. Those tiny ticks
bring such a sense of achievement! I also

allocate certain amounts of time to each task
to ensure I keep on track.



to ensure I keep on track.

And include EVERYTHING on this list: I add every
single daily task to my to-do list - even the
silliest, smallest things. They take up time,
after all! Your to-do list isn't just for work
related tasks, but everything including
preparing your lunch, going for a run,
arranging your diary and even calling your
mother.

Reward yourself when you deserve it: Nothing
motivates more than a reward, so remember to
be kind and congratulatory to yourself when
you achieve your target. Even just popping to
the shops or catching up on your favourite TV
show is a good enough reward for ticking off
your to-do list. Remember to allocate yourself
enough time for these treats, too - you
shouldn't have to rush some well-earned
relaxation time!

As you can see, the importance of a to-do list can't be
overstated.

I would like to add to it, the inclusion of time into your
to-do list, so that you can actually execute that which

needs to be done.
Also, I kind of feel seperating the to-do list by the

important and time-consuming stuff that you need to do
and the small stuff that does not involve much of your

brain's work.

#47. Christoph
Seitz

Website: CFR Rinkens
Twitter: @cfrrinkens



Twitter: @cfrrinkens

I suggest using a tool like Boomerang, which is
an email plug-in that – among some other
functions – allows you to easily set emails to
pop back into your inbox at specific times.. It
helps to keep the inbox clean, to be very
productive, and to never miss following up on
anything. Use of Boomerang is mandatory in
our company.

#48. Derek
HALES

Website: Modern
Castle

Whether I'm trying to manage my time for



Whether I'm trying to manage my time for
ModernCastle.com or for my personal time, I
always strive to view time as a resource. Of all
the things I learned in high school, perhaps the
most enduring came from my economic's
teacher, Mr. Sanders.

His lectures on the time value of money and
competitive advantage have stuck with me to
this day.

If I'm not good at a particular task, I generally
don't spend time on that task. It's better to
have someone else, be it an employee or
contractor, who is better equipped to handle
that task take point. This frees up more of my
time to do what I'm truly best at. That's really
all there is to it.

Do what you do best and let others do what
they do best. Don't spend time on tasks that
aren't within your wheelhouse (unless you are
trying to learn and master a new skill set).
You're better off focusing your efforts on your
true passions and skills. In this way, time is
always conserved, always managed, and always
spent where it will have the biggest impact.

#49. Tom
Sylvester

Website: Tom and
Ariana

Twitter: @tomandariana



Twitter: @tomandariana

-The best time-saving strategy that you can
have is to get really clear on the end result
that you are looking for.  Too many people just
jump in and start taking action without clearly
understanding the end result that they are
looking to achieve.  With clarity on the result,
you can then identify the key activities that you
should (and should not) be doing to get you
there.

- Once you have clarity, one of the best time
hacks can be breaking your work up into 1 or 2
week "sprints".  This allows you to take big
projects and break them down into smaller
tasks that you can get done every week or two. 
Using a visual Scrum or Kanban board can help
you prioritize all of your work and limit
multi-tasking (a productivity killer).

- Another super secret trick is to combine a
Scrum board with Pomodoro sessions.  They are
25-minute focused sessions where you focus on
completing a single task.  You then break for 5
minutes before doing another 25 minutes
focused session.  We often combine these with
"virtual co-working", where several people
jump on a video call, set their intentions, then
work on their own but report back to the
group on what they completed.  The group
accountability is powerful.

#50. Rachel



#50. Rachel
Rosenthal
Website: Rachel and

Company

Make it automated. In the digital age it’s
possible to set up automatic refills for
everything from what’s stocked in your pantry
to your medicine cabinet, so for items that you
are shopping for on a regular basis take
advantage of the auto-fill option. And
remember: outsource what you can! Many
grocery stores offer delivery options so that
you can stock your fridge and pantry without
worrying about how long it will take to peruse
aisles in person.

Use a calendar system to stay on track. It may
sound like a no-brainer, but if you use a
calendaring system to manage your daily to-
dos, priorities, and what’s coming down the
pike.  Block off times in your schedule for
everything from working out, grocery
shopping, and even laundry. Try to be strict
with your schedule and get tasks done when you
say you will to avoid feeling overwhelmed and
frustrated.

Make a priority list. Your long list of things to
check off may seem good in theory, but the
reality is there are only so many hours in a day
to dedicate to getting things done. Instead of
focusing on what’s not going to be able to get
accomplish, create a bite-sized priority list that
you can run through (3-5 tasks) and that take
priority over all of the other to-dos. Getting
through smaller chunks of tasks will keep you
focused on what’s important and help to keep
you motivated. 



Just do it. If there is something that can be
checked off almost immediately, handle it right
away. From responding to a quick email to
unloading your groceries or breaking down
boxes, get the mindless tasks that are clogging
up your to-do list out of the way so that you can
spend valuable time on everything else.

#51. Ilene
Marcus

Website: Aligned
Workplace

Twitter: @talkism

Do what you hate first, for just 10 minutes.
Take a first bite - Depending on the task by
making an outline, organizing, or writing
action notes in a way that gets you ready to
deal with the item that slows you down. Doing
it first will make it less looming and remove
all road blocks.



#52. Scott
Perry

Website: Catchers
Home

I am a big believer in the Pomodoro Technique -
it is my time management strategy of choice.
This technique emphasizes work sprints
followed by a short break, over and over
again throughout the day. I typically work on
a 25 minute sprint, followed by a 5 minute
break. Doing this helps with my productivity,
big time, because I naturally crave breaks but
this allows for it in an orderly, structured
fashion. Without it, I could quite easily zone
out and fall into a 30 minute internet surfing
binge without ever realizing that I just
"wasted" those 30 minutes. 

To help keep me on task, I use a free browser
extension called Strict Workflow that times
my sprints and prevents me from visiting time
wasting websites while working. That - plus
just a little motivation and self-discipline,
makes a HUGE difference for me in terms of my
own productivity.  



#53. Zondra
Wilson

Website: Blu Skin
Care

Twitter: @zondrawilson

Schedule appointments with yourself and
create time blocks for high-priority thoughts,
conversations, and actions. Schedule when
they will begin and end. Have the discipline to
keep these appointments.

#54. Jim Abrams

Website: FYZICAL
Therapy & Balance

Centers

Our CEO has his entire management team using
‘time blocking’. 



The concept is simple, yet extremely powerful.
Take each daily/ weekly/ monthly task and
define (based on past experience) how long
each task actually takes. Break each task into
more manageable “blocks” of time and create
calendar appointments. Color coding works
well to keep each type of task easily
recognizable and helps me to better manage
when to work on projects. 

Example: A weekly report takes 5 hours to
complete. Assign an hour block in the
afternoon of each workday. Does your boss
often assign research projects, after
regularly scheduled meetings? Make sure to
schedule an appropriate ‘time block’,
following that meeting. One of the most
rewarding side-effects of this system is
getting time back. When projects are
completed ahead of schedule, we actually see
how much time we get back, allowing us to
tackle those back-burner tasks.

#55. Altimese
Nichole

Website: Altimese
Nichole Enterprise,

LLC
Twitter: @AltimeseNichole



I listen to motivational podcasts
throughout the day and go through spurts of
focus each hour (and briefly take a break for
10-15 minutes each out). I also time myself as a
way to push myself to stay on task during the
time allotted. 

#56. Liz
Thomson

Website: I Heart
Vegetables

Twitter: @iheartveggies

I spend nearly all day at a computer, but I also
make it a goal to get at least 10,000 steps a
day. I built a desk top that attaches to my
treadmill so I can walk while I'm working. I can
walk at a slow pace while answering emails
and without even thinking about it, I've walked
5 miles.

To keep my distractions in check, I keep an eye
on which apps I'm using on my phone. If you go
to Settings > Battery on an iphone, you can
scroll down to see how many minutes you've



scroll down to see how many minutes you've
spent on certain apps. It's a great way to keep
myself accountable so I don't end up spending
mindless hours on Facebook and Instagram.

#57. Adam
Watson

Website: Hollywood
Mirrors

To manage my time I use the Best self Journal
and map out my schedule the night before so
just about every minute is accounted for.  I
only focus on tasks that will help me reach my
goals. I do not answer the phone I get a
colleague to take all calls and I only answer
the emails in bulk and quickly when I am at
home in the evening. This ensures don't get
distracted in my working hours 9 until 5.



#58. Dr.
Famakinwa

Website: DoctorToks
MD

As a physician, it is easy to feel overwhelmed
as there are just so many things to get done
between seeing patients, talking to
pharmacies, and attending meetings.  What has
helped me along the way is to create effective
to-do lists.  When creating these lists, I try to
keep 3 things in mind:

1. K.I.S.S: Keep it simple, silly - for each day, try
to limit your to-do list to 3 items only. When
you create extra long lists and only get a few
things done, it becomes very easy to feel
defeated.
2. On the list, at least one task should be fairly
simple and straight-forward to accomplish.  
3. Use your smartphone: I often use the voice
reminders feature on my I-phone to remind me
of what I need to get done throughout the day.

#59. Caleb



#59. Caleb
Backe

Website: Maple
Holistics

The first thing I would recommend doing at
work is to subsidize you’re full lunch break
for a series of shorter breaks over the course
of the day. This will help you get some fresh
air when you really need it, take a 5 minute
power nap if you’re feeling depleted or
collect your thoughts so that you work
consistently towards a defined goal and
keeping your eyes on the prize.

You can also use these breaks to do a little
exercise during your work time, whether it’s
going for a short walk, doing some pushups
outside the office or stretching in private. This
is good for getting oxygen to the brain, which
is very important for staying focussed and
keeping your energy levels up.

You should also eat light meals like snack bars
or fruit rather than one big meal at lunch
time, as this can slow you down while you
digest. On top of that, be sure to drink lots of
water over the course of the day as being
dehydrated can make you feel tired and
drowsy, which will result in a lessened output
over the course of the day.



#60. Tanya
Mitchell

Website: LearningRX

a few years ago instead of just writing out my
to dos every morning, I started Scheduling
them.  I take a lot of calls, all day long, so it is
very easy to get caught up in follow-up
activities and emails and then never Get to my
projects. Once I started scheduling in time, I
started getting a lot more done. I can do about
6 things a day. Every morning, I look over my
schedule And make sure I made time to work
on projects. To end project time, I schedule the
next time I will work on it so I don’t drop [IT].

#61. Joshua
Feinberg

Website: SP Home
Run Inc.



Run Inc.
Twitter: @joshua_feinberg

As co-founder of a digital strategy consulting
firm, I consume a massive amount of training
each year to keep my skills sharp. At least 100
hours year. I used to attend most of these
online classes/webinars live. Now I wait for
the recording. Why? I spend 30 minutes a day
on the elliptical machine. That's 15 hours a
month. Almost 200 hours a year. By training
myself to use this time to catch up on
watching the recordings on my smartphone,
during my early morning workout, I've
recaptured a huge amount of time during the
year.
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